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Cryptochrome is a blue light receptor that acts as a sensor for the geomagnetic field and assistsmany animals
in long-range navigation. The magnetoreceptor function arises from light-induced formation of a radical
pair through electron transfer between a flavin cofactor (FAD) and a triad of tryptophan residues. Here, this
electron transfer is investigated by quantum chemical and classical molecular dynamics calculations. The
results reveal how sequential electron transfer, assisted by rearrangement of polar side groups in the
cryptochrome interior, can yield a FAD-Trp radical pair state with the FAD and Trp partners separated
beyond a critical distance. The large radical pair separation reached establishes cryptochrome’s sensitivity to
the geomagnetic field through weakening of distance-dependent exchange and dipole-dipole interactions. It
is estimated that the key secondary electron transfer step can overcome in speed both recombination
(electron back-transfer) and proton transfer involving the radical pair reached after primary electron
transfer.
K
ey biological processes involve the conversion of energy into forms that are usable for chemical transfor-
mations or cellular signaling. This conversion often involves electronic degrees of freedom and occurs
through chemical reaction, light absorption, excitation energy transfer, and electron or proton transfer.
Such processes can only be appropriately understood and adequately modeled using the concept and methods of
quantum physics. A particularly striking example of a quantum mechanical process in biology apparently is
magnetoreception, which assists navigation in animals, for example in migratory birds1–3. Magnetoreception is
suggested to arise through photoactivation of cryptochromes4–8, blue light photoreceptors contained in the eye9,10,
the photoactivation being influenced by the Earth’s magnetic field. The protein’s name was chosen as the receptor
hid for a long time from the instruments of researchers. The name, though, seems still appropriate today as the
physical mechanism of the receptor is still hidden. Interestingly, cryptochrome is controlling in many species a
tidal rhythm based on a circalunar internal clock driven by night light and many birds, indeed, are nocturnal
migrants11–13.
The magnetoreception function of cryptochrome is postulated to arise from a radical pair formed through
intra-protein electron transfer14–17. The quantum evolution of a nonequilibrium electron spin state of initially
spin-correlated radicals in the pair is conjectured to change the yield of the reaction products of the radical pair in
wet, warm and noisy biological surroundings, even though the Zeeman interaction with the geomagnetic field is
more than seven orders of magnitude smaller than the thermal energy kBT. The thermodynamic effect of such
minuscule interactions on chemical equilibria is entirely negligible, yet the intermediate reaction rates are
strongly influenced due to quantum effects. This can be understood readily on the basis of the well known
uncertainty relationship of quantum mechanics, h *v DEDt, according to which an energy as small as DE 5
1029 eV can bring about an electronic state change with a rate of 1/Dt < DE=h 5 1 ms21.
The radical pair mechanism is the only well-established way in which an external magnetic field influences a
chemical reaction18–20. To form the basis of an effective compass magnetoreceptor, a radical pair reaction,
however, must match a number of conditions. These conditions fall into five broad overlapping areas: chemical,
magnetic, kinetic, structural and dynamic18,21. A critical condition is that the exchange and dipole-dipole inter-
actions between the unpaired electron spins on the radical partners must be even smaller than the Zeeman
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interaction, a condition which is realized only for a sufficiently large
separation between the radical pair partners22. It is still unclear to
what extent these conditions are satisfied in cryptochrome, as the
physical mechanism of cryptochrome photoactivation has yet to be
unraveled in atomistic detail.
Transient absorption measurements provide invaluable insight
into the photodynamical properties of cryptochrome, but due to
spectral overlap of electron donor and acceptor groups and their
various redox states the spectra cannot be interpreted directly in
terms of concrete transient states or of a physical photoactivation
mechanism23,24. The studies of the last decade indicate that formation
of the signaling state in cryptochrome from the plant Arabidopsis
thaliana involves photoinduced electron transfer to isoalloxazine,
the key moiety of the flavin adenine nucleotide (FAD) cofactor of
cryptochrome. The electrons are transferred from a tryptophan triad
(W400,W377,W324), highly conserved among cryptochromes from
many species, that bridges the space between flavin and the protein
surface15,16,25–28, as depicted in Fig. 1. Recently, alternative electron
transfer schemes were suggested that involve other amino acid resi-
dues in the protein29–31. However, all proposed pathways consider a
sequence of electron transfer steps resulting in increasing distance
separation in the radical pair and eventually leading to the formation
of the cryptochrome’s signaling state.
Here we investigate the structurally known plant cryptochrome
from Arabidopsis thaliana32, as it is highly homologous in sequence
to the structurally unknown avian cryptochrome33, as well as homo-
logous in sequence and structure to cryptochromes from insect34
and mouse35, studied recently through crystallography. Variation
of cryptochrome photoactivation in different species is naturally
expected due to structural differences in the proteins; however, the
conserved flavin and tryptophan triad suggest that the physical
mechanism of cryptochrome activation, resolved below, is general
and our findings in A. thaliana cryptochrome should also apply to
animal cryptochromes.
Recently23, we have combined ab initio quantum chemistry and
classical all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to invest-
igate the primary photoreaction of plant cryptochrome that triggers
radical pair formation, denoted in Fig. 1 as electron transfer I. We
demonstrated that a radical pair [FADN2 1 W400(H)N1] involving
flavin and the closest tryptophan residue, W400, is formed in the
course of this first electron transfer. In our notation W400(H)N1 and
W400N1 are equivalent, ‘‘(H)’’ denoting explicitly a protein carrying
the positive charge of the tryptophan radical.
The [FADN2 1W400(H)N1] radical pair can be rapidly stabilized
through proton transfer between positively charged W400(H)N1 and
negatively charged flavin FADN2, involving as an intermediate pro-
ton transfer stepping stone the aspartic acid D396 shown in Fig. 1.
This proton transfer was seen to be favorable energetically, as the
estimated activation energy of the process is negligibly small, but it
requires a local rearrangement of D396, which was estimated to
happen in less than 1 ns23, leading to the [FADHN 1W400N] radical
pair, i.e., a radical pair with the protonated flavin radical. The calcu-
lations also suggested that recombination, i.e., backward electron
transfer, of the latter radical pair occurs on the microsecond time
scale, hence allowing within this time range a subsequent forward
electron transfer that would increase the radical-pair separation dis-
tance. For the sake of simple notation W400(H)N1 will be denoted
from now on simply as W400N1, except when the W400(H)N1 R
FADN2 proton transfer reaction is considered.
Interpretation of experimental data30,36, however, suggests that a
second electron transfer, W377 R W400N1, depicted in Fig. 1 as
transition II, and also a third electron transfer W324 R W377N1
(electron transfer III) take place prior to the stabilization of the
radical pair by protonation, i.e., from [FADN2 1W400N]. To accur-
ately evaluate the energy requirements for such W377 R W400N1
electron transfer, we need to consider the role of themolecular envir-
onment in formation of a [FADN2 1W377N] radical pair, which was
considered previously only to a very limited extent23. The sequential
electron transfers I, II, and III are considered to be crucial for cryp-
tochrome’s magnetoreceptor role28,33,37, as pointed out above, since a
critical condition for a geomagnetic field-sensitive radical pair beha-
vior is a sufficiently large separation distance between the transferred
electron (on FAD) and its hole (on eitherW400,W377 orW324), the
latter two positions being preferable for magnetoreception due to a
larger distance value as can be recognized in Fig. 118,21,33.
In the present study we investigate the possibility of W377 R
W400N1 electron transfer (transfer II) succeeding W400 R flavin
electron transfer (transfer I) in plant cryptochrome from
Arabidopsis thaliana. Of particular interest is the question of whether
transfer II can occur fast enough. The speed of the transfer is crucial as
the transfer has to outrun flavin protonation; once flavin protonation
takes place the closely spaced [FADN21W400N1] radical pair becomes
stabilized and impedes energetically transfer II. To address the stated
question we investigate in the present study in how far electron trans-
fer II can be induced through fast enough conformational transitions
in cryptochrome; such transitions are needed to render transfer II
energetically feasible.
Results
Model for W377 active site. The primary electron transfer in
cryptochrome, W400 R flavin, is facilitated through amino acids
that surround the electronic donor and acceptor sites of the protein23.
In particular, as demonstrated computationally23, the presence of an
aspartic acid, residue D396, in close vicinity to W400 as shown in
Fig. 1, stabilizes the primary [FADN21W400N1] radical pair through
flavin protonation to become [FADHN 1 W400N]. W400(H)N1
deprotonation by D396 prevents the W377RW400(H)N1 electron
transfer, which however is crucial for cryptochrome magnetorecep-
tion. D396 is expected to be protonated in the cryptochrome resting
state and, therefore, available for the suggested protonation reaction;
the protonation state is concluded from the crystallographic
structure (PDB code 1U3C)32, in which the distance between the
OD2 atom of D396 and the backbone oxygen of the M381 residue
is only 2.7 A˚; availability of D396 for flavin protonation is also
Figure 1 | Electron and proton transfers in cryptochrome. Shown is the
flavin cofactor, the tryptophan triad (W400, W377, W324) and the D396
residue forming the active site of cryptochrome-1 from Arabidopsis
thaliana. Electron (red) and proton (green) transfer processes that likely
govern cryptochrome activation are presented by arrows. The three
electron transfersW400R flavin,W377RW400N1, andW324RW377N1
are labeled I, II, and III, respectively. Electron transfer following flavin
photo-excitation leads to a radical pair state of cryptochrome: transfer I to
[FADN2 1W400N1] with the averaged pair separation of 7.4 A˚, sequential
transfer I 1 II to [FADN2 1W377N1] with pair separation of 12.2 A˚,
sequential transfer I1 II1 III to [FADN2 1W324N1] with pair separation
of 18.2 A˚.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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consistent with the side group’s in situ pKa value as determined
through a propKa calculation38.
The second tryptophan of the electron transfer triad, W377, is
located 4.8 A˚ further away from the flavin (see Fig. 1) as compared
to W400. Additionally, W377 does not have any charged, or transi-
ently charged, amino acids in its immediate vicinity that could sta-
bilize the [FADN21W377N1] radical pair, suggesting right off the bat
an energetically uphill and, therefore, fairly slow W377R W400N1
electron transfer23. However, in order to judge the actual rate of a
W377R W400N1 electron transfer an account of amino acids sur-
roundingW377 is called for. Inspecting the cryptochrome structure,
one identifies several polar amino acid residues that are about ,4–
6 A˚ away from W377 in the equilibrated structure of the protein.
These side groups could accelerate W377RW400N1 electron trans-
fer by rearranging themselves. Figure 2 illustrates the charge distri-
bution in cryptochrome’s active site. The polar amino acids that
surroundW377 are Q401, T404, and T406, while the charged amino
acids, E312 and R313, are directed away from W377 and, therefore,
likely irrelevant for the electron transfer rate.
Electron transfer through the W4001W377 diad. The electronic
states of the cryptochrome active site with the lowest energies are
shown in Fig. 3. The energy profiles were calculated using the
CASSCF (Fig. 3a) and the perturbation theory-based XMCQDPT-
2 (Fig. 3b) approaches as outlined in Methods. The total energies,
computed using either approach, are compiled in Tab. 1. Three
different electronic states are shown in Fig. 3: (i) the resting state,
characterized by an oxidized flavin, namely by FAD 1 W400 1
W377 (green squares); (ii) the radical pair state FADN2 1 W400N1
1W3775 [FADN21W400N1] (red circles); and (iii) the radical pair
state FADN2 1 W400 1 W377N1 5 [FADN2 1 W377N1] (blue
triangles). The geometry of the model system introduced in Fig. 2
was optimized for these three states and the excitation spectra for the
geometries obtained were computed. The energy-optimized
configurations are denoted in Fig. 3 as GS, RP1, and RP2. GS and
RP1 correspond to the S0 and S2(0) energy minima, respectively,
described in a previous paper23. Associated with RP1 and RP2, in
particular, are the energy differences D1,D2 andD12 defined in Fig. 3.
Energies of [FADN21W400N1] and [FADN21W377N1] radical pair
states. The previous study23 demonstrated that the [FADN2 1
W400N1] radical pair forms rapidly upon flavin photoexcitation, in
agreement with experimental observations16. The [FADN2 1W377N1]
radical pair state results from subsequent W377R W400N1 electron
transfer II (see Fig. 1). The W377 R W400N1 electron transfer,
however, is inhibited once FADN2 acquires a proton from W400N1
via D39623. Figure 3 shows the energy minimum corresponding to
the [FADN2 1 W400N1] radical pair formed prior to flavin
protonation. In this configuration the aspartic acid D396 is in its
rearranged configuration23 that it assumes upon the W400R FAD*
electron transfer I (see Fig. 1).
The energy of the cryptochrome active site with the optimized
[FADN2 1W400N1] radical pair (state of optimal geometry RP1) is
D15 1.32 eV lower than the energy of the active site with the [FAD
N2
1 W377N1] radical pair, both energies calculated for the RP1 geo-
metry and shown in Fig. 3b (XMCQDPT-2 result). Optimization of
the [FADN2 1W377N1] radical pair leads to a crossing of the energy
surfaces characterizing the two radical pairs and a lowering of the
energy-optimized RP2 state by D1 – D125 1.06 eV as seen in Fig. 3.
The molecular environment of W377 is essential for lowering the
energy of the respective radical pair. Previously23, we considered
W377 without an account for this environment and, therefore, did
not observe crossing of the energy surfaces describing the two radical
pair states; instead, the [FADN2 1W377N1] radical pair energy min-
imumwas located on an excited potential energy surface with respect
to the [FADN2 1W400N1] radical pair.
Figure 2 | Cryptochrome active site model. The quantum chemical
description of the W377RW400N1 electron transfer in cryptochrome
(electron transfer II in Fig. 1) includes electronic degrees of freedom of
riboflavin and of the side chains of amino acid residues S251, R362, W377,
D390, D396, Q401, W400, T404, and T406. Residues donating and
accepting the electrons (flavin, W400, W377) are shown in licorice
representation, while the atoms of coordinating side chains are shown as
balls and sticks. The coloring of cryptochrome secondary structure
illustrates the charge distribution of the protein’s amino acids: positive
(blue), negative (red), polar uncharged (green), and hydrophobic
uncharged (white). Sidechain groups of all polar, positively and negatively
charged amino acids surrounding flavin, W400, and W377 were included
into the active sitemodel to describe environmental effects on theW377R
W400N1 electron transfer; distant charged sidechains, e.g., E312, R313
(transparent), were not included in the quantum chemical description.
Figure 3 | Potential energy profiles of the key electronic states in
cryptochrome. The energy for oxidized flavin is shown in green, for radical
pair state [FADN2 1W400N1] in red and for radical pair state [FADN2 1
W377N1] in blue. Solid symbols represent calculated energies, while lines
represent schematic potential energy surfaces. The energies were computed
using the CASSCF method (a) and the perturbation theory-based
XMCQDPT-2 method (b). Open circles denote the energies calculated for
the optimized [FADN2 1W400N1] radical pair after the rearrangement of
the W377 residue shown in Fig. 4. D1 is the energy difference between the
RP2 and theRP1 state calculated for the RP1-optimized geometry andD2 is
the energy difference between the RP1 and the RP2 state calculated for the
RP2-optimized geometry; D12 is the energy difference between geometry
optimized RP2 state and geometry optimized RP1 state. The values of the
energies D1, D2, D12, according to the data in Tab. 1, are 1.52 eV, 0.50 eV,
0.36 eV, respectively, for the CASSCF method and 1.32 eV, 0.38 eV,
0.26 eV, respectively, for the XMCQDPT-2 method.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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In the present study, the crossing of the surfaces comes about
through the rearrangement of W377 as well as of side groups
T404, T406 and Q401 as shown in Fig. 4. The computed peaked
crossing of the radical pair surfaces in Fig. 3 suggests that the respect-
ive electron transfer belongs to the regime where the activation
energy hardly exceeds the driving force and, therefore, according
to Marcus theory39 is feasible. Yet, the energy of the RP2-optimized
state is higher than the energy of the RP1-optimized state by D12 5
0.26 eV. The RP2-optimized state is, thus, at best an intermediate
state of photo-excited cryptochrome that would need to be stabilized
through, for instance, deprotonation ofW377N1 or further down-hill
electron transfer. The formation of a short lived, metastable [FADN2
1 W377N1] radical pair is, however, necessary for cryptochrome
magnetoreception, as it enables a likely, subsequent W324 R
W377N1 electron transfer, leading to formation of the highly sepa-
rated [FADN2 1 W324N1] radical pair. In fact, an uphill electron
transfer is not unusual, it occurs frequently in proteins40.
Factors stabilizing the [FADN2 1 W377N1] radical pair state. As
pointed out, a lowering of the [FADN21W377N1] radical pair energy
byD12D125 1.06 eV in going from the RP1-optimized geometry to
the RP2-optimized geometry comes about, as shown in our quantum
chemical calculations, due to a rearrangement, illustrated in Fig. 4, of
the polar Q401, T404, and T406 amino acids that surround theW377
residue. These three amino acids can create an environment for
W377 that is energetically favorable for transfer of an electron.
Interestingly, in order to enable the second, i.e., W377 R W400N1
electron transfer, the polar Q401, T404, and T406 amino acids force
the W377 residue to turn, once W400 has donated its electron to the
flavin. This turn is strongly coupled to theW377RW400N1 electron
transfer and arises nearly instantaneously as the [FADN2 1W377N1]
radical pair is formed. Figure 4 illustrates the turn of the W377
residue in cryptochrome, which leads to T404OG1 …W377HE1
hydrogen bond formation.
Rearrangement of the molecular environment around W377 is
critical for bringing about the W377 R W400N1 electron transfer
as the energy of the [FADN2 1W377N1] radical pair without move-
ment of W377 from its crystal structure arrangement is higher than
the energy of the [FADN2 1W400N1] radical pair23. The rearrange-
ment of W377 has a minor impact on the energy of the RP1 state, as
demonstrated in Fig. 3; the energy values shown (open circles) were
determined for the optimized RP1 state, whereW377was assumed to
be in its rearranged configuration, i.e., as in the energy optimized RP2
state. Thus, the polar Q401, T404, and T406 amino acids induce a
strong, but mainly local, effect upon formation of the [FADN2 1
W377N1] radical pair.
Estimate of W377 R W400N1 electron transfer kinetics. The
calculated energy profiles of the radical pair states in
cryptochrome, shown in Fig. 3, allow one to estimate the rate
constant k for the W377 R W400N1 electron transfer employing
Marcus’ formula39
log10k~15{0:434b:R{3:1
DGzlð Þ2
l
: ð1Þ
HereDG (in eV) is the driving force of the electron transfer, l (in eV)
denotes the protein reorganization energy, b (in A˚21) is the so-called
electronic coupling factor, and R (in A˚) is the contact distance
between donor and acceptor molecules (W377 and W400N1). The
formula in Eq. (1) holds at temperature T5 300 K, which enters the
expression through the coefficient 3.1. The energy diagram in Fig. 3
suggests that W377 R W400N1 electron transfer is energetically
uphill with driving force DG ; D12 5 0.26 eV. The value of l is
estimated as the energy difference D1 between the [FAD
N2 1
W400N1] and [FADN2 1 W377N1] states in Fig. 3, taken at the
equilibrium geometry RP1, i.e, we set l ; D1 5 1.32 eV. D1
represents the reorganization energy required to perturb the
chemical structure of the cryptochrome active site and its
coordinating residues upon W377 R W400N1 electron transfer. In
other words, the reorganization energy describes the energy
associated with changes in bond lengths and valence angles that
Table 1 | Total energies of electronic states in the cryptochrome active site. Energies were calculated for the cryptochrome active site model
shown in Fig. 2. Geometry optimization in the electronic ground and excited states was performed with the state-averaged CASSCF and
XMCQDPT-2 methods using the program Firefly51. Three electronic states were considered. The labels in the first column denote states
marked in Fig. 3. The energy of the FADN2 1W377N1 state for the optimized GS geometry, in fact, is higher than the energy of the excited
FADN2 1W400*N1 state, and, therefore, does not appear in the table. The calculated energies (CASSCF and XMCQDPT-2 values) of the
second excited state for the GS geometry correspond to the FADN2 1W400*N1 state and are marked with an asterisk
state oxidized flavin FADN2 1W400N1 FADN2 1W377N1
CASSCF total energies (a.u.)
GS, optimized 23612.751899 23612.641151 23612.624968*
RP1, optimized 23612.707732 23612.670458 23612.614731
RP1, with W377 rearrangement 23612.705990 23612.665373 23612.622435
RP2, optimized 23612.708593 23612.638732 23612.657125
XMCQDPT-2 total energies (a.u.)
GS, optimized 23623.670253 23623.550927 23623.524985*
RP1, optimized 23623.660373 23623.596712 23623.548341
RP1, with W377 rearrangement 23623.651291 23623.593714 23623.559870
RP2, optimized 23623.653140 23623.573561 23623.587278
Figure 4 | Turn of W377 upon electron transfer. Shown is a
rearrangement of theW377 residue in Arabidopsis thaliana cryptochrome,
namely a turn of the side group that is coupled to W377RW400N1
electron transfer. The turn comes about in the quantum chemical
geometry optimization calculations depicted in Fig. 3 and involves also the
positive W400N1 radical and the polar environment of the W377 residue
made up of residues Q401, T404, and T406. A T404OG1 …W377HE1
hydrogen bond (right panel, magenta) is formed upon the turn of W377.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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are required for the oxidant and reductant to switch their oxidation
states. Upon the W377 R W400N1 electron transfer, the residues
D396, Q401, T404, and T406 (see Fig. 2), included in the quantum
chemistry calculation, experience structural perturbations as these
residues are neighboring W377 and W400. More distant residue
neighbors of W400 and W377 are less involved in the W377 R
W400N1 electron transfer, as the W377 and W400 residues are
screened through the polar residues already included in the quan-
tum chemical calculations. The negligible effect of distant residues on
the electronic excitation spectrum has also been demonstrated
through a combined QM/MM calculations performed earlier for
cryptochrome23 and for the homologous DNA photolyase41.
After W377 rearrangement the contact distance R between W377
and W400N1 is lowered to 2.8 A˚, suggesting an electron transfer rate
of 108–109 s21, assuming in Eq. (1) the value b5 1.5–2.3 A˚21, which
is a value consistent with earlier studies33. The stated electron transfer
rate is comparable with the rate ofW400N1 deprotonation and higher
than the rate of the [FADHN1W400N] radical-pair recombination23.
The rate value 108–109 s21 suggests that formation of [FADN2 1
W377N1] is possible on kinetic grounds. Without stabilizing interac-
tions in the cryptochrome interior, W377RW400N1 electron trans-
fer would be too slow, as follows from comparison of energies in
Fig. 3 with those computed for an in vacuomodel of electron transfer
chain in cryptochrome in Fig. S1.
Comparison of CASSCF and XMCQDPT-2 energies. It is worth
noting the close comparison of CASSCF and XMCQDPT-2 results in
Fig. 3, demonstrating that the W377RW400N1 electron transfer in
cryptochrome can be described using either approach since the
respective relative energies of the radical pairs are in close agree-
ment with each other. This observation reveals that, with respect to
the ground state, the radical pairs in cryptochrome do not have a
strong differential dynamic correlation, which is neglected in the
CASSCF approach and included in the XMCQDPT2 method.
Tryptophan rearrangement seen also inMD simulation. As pointed
out, the turn of W377 as shown in Fig. 4, is driven by W377 R
W400N1 electron transfer, denoted in Fig. 1 as electron transfer II,
and the corresponding change in geometry comes about as the
result of the quantum-chemical geometry optimization. However,
significant motion of W377 has been observed also in our classical
MD simulations, where atomic partial charges corresponding to the
[FADN2 1 W400N1] radical pair state were assumed, i.e., for the
molecular state of the protein prior to W377 R W400N1 electron
transfer. In fact, the MD simulations can complement the quantum
chemical calculations and show in how far cryptochrome
conformational fluctuations preceding W377 R W400N1 electron
transfer can generate energetically favorable conditions for the trans-
fer to actually take place.
Figure 5a shows the time evolution of the distance d between the
OG1 atom of the T404 residue and the HE1 atom of the W377
residue (red line in Fig. 5, see also Fig. 4). In Fig. 5a a step-like
decrease of d from,5.2 A˚ down to,3.5 A˚ is observed. This trans-
ition happens after 50 ns of simulation and corresponds to the struc-
tural rearrangement shown in Fig. 4.We note that the rearrangement
occurs for cryptochrome in the radical pair state [FADN21W400N1]
and is not seen in the simulation of the resting cryptochromewith the
oxidized flavin, i.e., characterized by FAD 1 W400 1 W377 (see
Fig. 5a (green line)); in the latter case the hydrogen bond length d is
fluctuating around 6 A˚ throughout the entire simulation. In other
words, completion of the primary electron transfer, transfer I, per-
mits fast (namely ns-scale, see below) protein conformational
changes that are favorable for fast secondary and tertiary electron
transfers II and III.
W377N1 stabilization through hydrogen bond seen in MD simula-
tion. MD simulation of cryptochrome after W377 R W400N1
electron transfer, i.e., in the radical pair state [FADN2 1 W377N1],
was seen to increase the stability of a key hydrogen bond between the
W377 and T404 residues. In fact, seen in Fig. 5a (blue line), the
distance T404OG1…W377HE1 between atoms HE1 and OG1
fluctuates around 2.1 A˚ throughout the entire MD simulation with
infrequent short increases up to 5 A˚. The distance is very close in
value to the value of 2.0 A˚ found in quantum chemical geometry
optimization. Remarkably, the rearrangement of the W377 residue,
which results in the quantum chemical optimization, arises in the
MD simulation of the radical pair state [FADN2 1 W377N1] on a
nanosecond time scale.
Molecular dynamics energies of whole and partial tryptophan
triad. To characterize the W377 rearrangement further, Fig. 5b
shows the total energy of the neutral tryptophan W400…W377
diad (green line), the diad with the W400N1 radical (red line), and
the diad with the W377N1 radical (blue line). For the respective three
simulations the total energy is defined as
U W400 . . .W377ð Þ~U0 W400ð ÞzU0 W377ð Þ
zUint W400{W377ð Þ
ð2Þ
U W400Nz . . .W377ð Þ~U0 W400Nzð ÞzU0 W377ð Þ
zUint W400
Nz{W377ð Þ
ð3Þ
Figure 5 | Spontaneous rearrangement ofW377 seen in classicalMD simulation. (a) Time evolution of the distance d between theOG1 atomof the T404
residue and the HE1 atom of the W377 residue (see Fig. 4) calculated for cryptochrome with oxidized flavin, i.e., in the FAD 1W400 1W377 state
(green), cryptochrome in the radical pair state [FADN21W400N1] (red), and cryptochrome in the radical pair state [FADN21W377N1] (blue). (b) Total
energy in Arabidopsis thaliana cryptochrome of the neutral W400…W377 diad (green), the diad with the W400N1 radical (red), and of the diad with the
W377N1 radical (blue). The distances in (a) and the corresponding energies in (b) for the three redox states of cryptochrome are measured for the
same MD trajectories. The energies calculated for each step of the simulation are shown with the shaded colors, while intense colors show energies
averaged over 50 steps.
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U W400 . . .W377Nzð Þ~U0 W400ð ÞzU0 W377Nzð Þ
zUint W400{W377
Nzð Þ
ð4Þ
where U0(…) is the internal energy of a given residue (W400,
W400N1, W377, or W377N1), and Uint(…) denotes the interaction
energy between two residues.
Figure 5b illustrates that in the case of the cryptochrome resting
state (green line), the total energy of the diad fluctuates around a
value of 55.7 kcal/mol. Transferring an electron from W400 to the
flavin results in an energy increase of ,10 kcal/mol (red line in
Fig. 5b), indicating that the W400N1…W377 diad has become ener-
getically less favorable than in the FAD 1 W400 1 W377 resting
state. The rearrangement of W377 at 50 ns aims to improve the
interaction between W377 and W400N1, leading to a decrease of
the total energy of the diad by ,3.7 kcal/mol. W377 R W400N1
electron transfer leads to a further energy decrease of the
W400…W377N1 diad by,3 kcal/mol as shown in Fig. 5b (blue line).
This decrease indicates that reorientation of W377, shown in Fig. 4,
allows optimization of interactions in the tryptophan diad and, thus,
contributes to the stabilization of the radical pair with the longer
distance separation, both before and after electron transfer II.
[FADN2 1 W377N1] stabilization through solvent. In order for
cryptochrome to function as a magnetoreceptor the magnetic field
sensitive radical pair should be stabilized on the timescale on which
magnetic field effects are expected to arise. For a geomagnetic field of
0.5 G the latter timescale is 1 ms21, as estimated in Introduction. The
energetic stabilization of the [FADN2 1W377N1] radical pair needed
to assure a sufficiently long life timemost likely comes about through
W377N1 deprotonation to ions bound to cryptochrome’s surface.
Alternatively, the [FADN2 1 W377N1] radical pair could transform
into the [FADN2 1 W324N1] radical pair, which is also suitable for
magnetoreception and could in turn also be stabilized through
W324N1 deprotonation. Both deprotonation processes are indi-
cated in Fig. 1.
To investigate W377N1 deprotonation, MD simulations of the
three different redox states of cryptochromewere performed, namely
for FAD 1 W400 1 W377, [FADN2 1 W400N1], and [FADN2 1
W377N1]. The simulations were performed for cryptochrome in solu-
tion with 50 mM of NaCl. In the simulations the distances between
W377 and chlorine anions were monitored as shown in Figs. 6b–d.
Interestingly, chlorine anions barely interact with the cryptochrome
active site in its resting state or in the [FADN21W400N1] radical pair
state, but were seen to bind spontaneously to the W377N1 radical in
the simulation of cryptochrome in the [FADN2 1 W377N1] radi-
cal pair state. Figure 6a shows a typical MD simulation snapshot,
illustrating chlorine anion binding, which leads to stabilization of
W377N1. Since W377 and W324 residues are in close proximity to
each other, as shown in Fig. 6, the binding of Cl2 may facilitate the
subsequent W324RW377N1 electron transfer.
Conclusions and Discussion
The present study continues earlier investigations of cryptochrome
photoactivation. Cryptochrome is thought to host, upon light
absorption, a radical pair that allows the protein to sense a very weak
magnetic field, endowing migratory birds1–3,21 and many other ani-
mals42,43 as well as insects44,45 with a magnetic compass sense. A
radical pair is formed in cryptochrome through a series of electron
transfer reactions involving three strictly conserved tryptophan resi-
dues. Ab initio quantum chemistry and all-atom MD simulations
revealed now that amino acid residues in cryptochrome bring about,
after initial absorption of blue light by its flavin cofactor, sequential
electron transfers and steer cryptochrome to the radical pair state
[FADN2 1 W377N1] or [FADN2 1 W324N1] (see Fig. 1), in which
radical partners are separated by 12.2 A˚ or 18.2 A˚, respectively, in
either case likely far enough to exhibit exchange and dipole-dipole
interactions low enough for reception of the weak Earth magnetic
field to become feasible33.
Sequential electron transfer through the tryptophan triad is critical
for cryptochrome to achieve the large separation between radical
partners18,21. In this respect the [FADN2 1 W324N1] radical pair is
thought to be optimal15,16,25–28, as it assumes the largest separation
distance between flavin and tryptophan radicals, namely about
18.2 A˚ (see Fig. 1). The [FADN2 1 W324N1] radical pair in crypto-
chrome is formed through the series of W400 R flavin, W377 R
W400N1, and W324 R W377N1 electron transfers, requiring prior
formation of the W377N1 radical. In this respect, fast formation and
energetic stabilization of the [FADN2 1W377N1] radical pair studied
here is essential. The formation of the [FADN2 1 W377N1] radical
pair through W377 R W400N1 electron transfer requires prior
formation of the [FADN2 1W400N1] radical pair; it is essential that
the latter transfer is faster than deprotonation of W400N1.
The rate of W377RW400N1 electron transfer is estimated to be
about 108–109 s21, a value which results from Eq. (1) for a choice of
typical system parameters; the actual value will differ as the calcu-
lated energy profiles of the electronic states in cryptochrome do not
account for the complete protein environment, an inclusion of which
may actually further shift the relative energies of the [FADN2 1
W400N1] and [FADN21W377N1] radical pairs. The estimated energy
difference between the [FADN2 1W400N1] and [FADN2 1W377N1]
radical pairs is, however, fairly small and lies within the accuracy of
our model, therefore, suggesting that the energetics of the W377R
W400N1 electron transfer is described here already rather well.
Figure 6 | Interaction ofW377 radical with environment. (a) Chlorine anion, Cl2, spontaneously binding from the bulk solvent to the positively charged
W377N1 residue, as seen inMD simulation. The binding of Cl2 is characterized by the hydrogen bond length dion which has been analysed for three redox
states of the cryptochrome active site: FAD 1W400 1W377 (b), [FADN2 1W400N1] (c), and FADN2 1W377N1] (d).
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According to Marcus theory39,46, the electron transfer rate depends
on the electronic coupling factor b, which is governed by the protein
environment and is difficult to calculate precisely. It typically ranges
from 0.9 A˚21 for covalently bridged redox centers in synthetic sys-
tems47 to 3.5 A˚21 in vacuum48,49. The exact value of b for the various
electron transfer steps in cryptochrome is still not known.
Once the [FADN2 1 W377N1] radical pair has formed, W324R
W377N1 electron transfer becomes feasible, leading to formation of a
well-separated [FADN2 1W324N1] radical pair suitable for magne-
toreception. The rate of the W324 R W377N1 electron transfer is
critical here; if this process is sufficiently slow, binding of negatively
charged ions, e.g., of Cl2, can bring about deprotonation of W377N1
before W324RW377N1 electron transfer takes place. However, it is
also possible that a deprotonated state of [FADN21W324N1], namely
[FADN2 1 W324N], is formed from a deprotonated [FADN2 1
W377N1], namely [FADN2 1W377N] through coupled electron-pro-
ton transfer [FADN2 1W377N]R [FADN2 1W324N].
Upon [FADN2 1 W324N1] formation, the W324N1 radical is
expected to deprotonate into solution or to be reduced by an external
electron donor, leaving cryptochrome in its signaling state6,18,24,31,33.
W324RW377N1 electron transfer accompanied by W324N1 depro-
tonation needs to be investigated in the future. This investigation is
extremely challenging, though, as it requires inclusion of even more
electronic degrees of freedom than accomplished in our previous23
and current study.
A description of W324 R W377N1 electron transfer, W377N1,
W324N1 deprotonation and possibly coupled electron-proton trans-
fer betweenW377 andW324 is still called for to complete theoretical
modeling of cryptochrome’s entire photoactivation reaction. Either
of these processes stabilizes the [FADN2 1W377N1] and [FADN2 1
W324N1] radical pairs, making them long-lived enough for magne-
toreception. The [FADN21W377N1] and [FADN21W324N1] radical
pairs, with the [FADN21W324N1] state beingmore favorable, have a
large enough separation between the radical pair partners to exhibit
exchange and dipole-dipole interactions that are sufficiently weak for
reception of the Earth magnetic field by cryptochrome to be feasible.
Methods
Calculations were performed employing a variety of theoretical methods. Quantum
chemical calculations of the cryptochrome active site model were performed with the
CASSCF and XMCQDPT-250 methods available in the program Firefly51 which is
partially based on the GAMESS (US)52 source code. MD simulations were performed
using NAMD 2.953 with the CHARMM22 force field54,55. All images were rendered
with VMD56.
Quantum chemistry calculations.The cryptochrome active site, shown in Fig. 2, was
constructed from theArabidopsis thaliana cryptochrome crystal structure (PDB code
1U3C)32. The flavin adenine nucleotide chromophore, modeled by riboflavin, and
several amino-acid side chains (S251, R362, W377, D390, D396, Q401, W400, T404,
and T406) were included into the quantum chemical description of electron transfer
II. The respective moieties are highlighted in Fig. 2. The Ca-atoms of the amino acid
side chains in the quantum chemical description were terminated by hydrogens and
were fixed to the position that they assumed in cryptochrome taken from a previous
study23. The riboflavin was terminated by a CH3- group with the C-atom fixed. The
studied structure corresponds to the S2(0) energy minimum established in the earlier
publication23 with a rearranged COOH- group of the D396 residue and had been
obtained in the course of a 5 ns MD equilibration simulation of cryptochrome with
the [FADN2 1W400N1] radical pair.
Geometry optimization of the active site models involved the different redox states
of the cryptochrome active site characterized through (i) the oxidized flavin, FAD,
with neutral (reduced) W377 and W400 residues, (ii) the radical pair [FADN2 1
W400N1] with reduced W377 and (iii) the radical pair [FADN2 1W377N1] with
reduced W400. The optimization was performed with the state-averaged
CASSCF(4,3) method employing the protocol developed earlier23,57, assuming equal
weights for the three states considered; the LUMO of the flavin and the HOMOs of
W377 and W400 were included in the CASSCF active space. The CASSCF wave-
functions were selected according to the principal-orbital complete active space
approach23,57–59, where the single-electron excitations, corresponding to the radical
pair states [FADN2 1W400N1] and [FADN2 1W377N1], are described by including
two molecular orbitals in the CASSCF active space. At the optimized geometries, the
excitation spectra were computed using the perturbation theory-based XMCQDPT-2
method50. The electronic wavefunction was expanded in all calculations using the 6-
31G* basis set.
Molecular dynamics simulations. We performed MD simulations for three
modifications of the Arabidopsis thaliana cryptochrome-1 crystal structure32, which
correspond to the states (i), (ii) and (iii) defined above. MD simulations were
performed using NAMD 2.953 with the CHARMM22 force field for proteins with
CMAP corrections54,55 and the TIP3P water model. In all simulations cryptochrome
was neutralized by a 50 mM solution of NaCl. The CHARMM force-field parameters
for FAD, FADN2, and WN1 assumed in this study were developed earlier23 and are
available as supporting material in an earlier publication23.
Periodic boundary conditions were adopted in allMD simulations and the particle-
mesh Ewald (PME) summation method was employed for evaluating Coulomb
forces. The van derWaals (vdW) energy was calculated using a smooth cutoff of 12 A˚.
The integration time step was 2 fs; temperature was kept at 300 K by applying
Langevin forces with a damping coefficient of 1.0 ps21 to all atoms in the system,
except hydrogens. Each simulated system was first energy-minimized, then heated to
300 K. After heating, each simulated system was equilibrated for 2 ns with harmonic
restraints applied to the protein under NPT ensemble conditions and using Nose´-
Andersen Langevin piston pressure control60, allowing the systems to acquire a
constant volume at 1 atm pressure. With restraints turned off, each system was then
subjected to 5 ns equilibration underNPT ensemble conditions. Finally, a 100 nsMD
simulation was carried out in the NVT ensemble for each simulated system.
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